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homas aquINas IN hIs COmmENTARY ON THE GOspEL Of JOHN reflects oN 
the above passage by stating that “. . . God is his ‘to be’ ... therefore the knowledge by which God is 
seen through creatures is not of  his essence itself  but obscure and in a mirror and from afar off.”1 
Indeed, thomas follows up this by referring to a favorite focus of  his, the negative theology of  
Pseudo-Dionysius the areopagite.2 In this regard thomas says we do not know what God is. rather, 

as taught in the above-mentioned commentary as well as in the summa theologiae,3 we can know that God 
is (Deum esse) and what he is not. thus, we can know God through his effects because he is their cause, 

but his essence remains hidden. We can only know creatures because their essence is not their “to be” (esse). 
Instead, each creature has its “to be,” possesses it by participation. as participating in God as causal ground 

of  all finite “to be,” creatures are thereby mirrors of  God, an obscurity or darkness of  God, which as the Com-
mentary on the Gospel of  John declares, is nonetheless a light (lux) or manifestation (manifestatio) of  God.4

 the stage is thereby set. our paper endeavors to highlight the “theophanic” character of  thomas’ notion of  
analogy and its integral relation with the “incomprehensibility” of  God. Now what emerges in this study is the pres-
ence and absence of  God, a process of  presencing rooted in God as creator yet because God’s creative act is infinite 
and immutable, God remains an absence of  hiddenness. further, such manifestation and elusiveness of  God is, for 
Thomas, first of  all, in the Biblical rather than the Neoplatonic spirit. This is not to say that the Neoplatonic “tran-
scendence” of  the One and the manifesting character of  the One’s emanations has not had some influence. However, 
as David B. Burrell points out, Thomas’ stress on God’s oneness in terms of  His essence as “to be” drives home a 
clear distancing of  creation from emanation.5 Intermediaries will be of  no use in the direct act of  creation itself  be-
cause God’s act as creator is identified with His undivided being or pure “to be.” Oneness is not superadded to God 
anymore than the creative act. further, as thomas states in De potentia:

 As regards the Biblical spirit in relation to God’s hiddenness or elusiveness within His manifestations, we are 
perhaps familiar with the constant tradition in holy scripture on this point.7 The Burning Bush incident in which 
moses “... hid his face, for he was afraid to look at God” (ex. 3:6) and elijah’s response to the tiny whispering sound 
in the cave, namely that he “. . . hid his face in his cloak and went to stand at the entrance of  the cave” (I Kings 20:13) 
both exemplify this tradition. thomas, in the light of  this tradition, refers in his Commentary on Blessed Dionysius’ Book 

No one has ever seen God ...” (John l18)

God ... is totally act ... pure act ... whence by his action he produces the whole subsis-
tent being, with nothing previously existing, inasmuch as he is the origin of  all “to be,” 
and in accordance with his total self.6
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On the Divine Names8 to the passage in Isaiah which says: 
“to whom can you liken God?” (Isa. 40:18) or again to 
two passages in the Psalms which declare: “o God, who 
is like you?” (Ps. 71:19) and “there is none like unto you 
among the gods, o lord” (Ps. 86:8). In conjunction with 
these passages, thomas is led to contrast God with his 
creature by describing Him as infinite and incomparable 
(infinite et incomparabiliter).9 at the same time, thomas rec-
ognizes that creatures are similitudes (similitudo) of  God 
but with the paradoxical qualification that they are also 
unlike (dissimilia) him.10 this focus on likeness and un-
likeness is also expressed in a statement from the sum-
ma contra gentiles where Thomas is also reflecting on the 
thought of  Pseudo-Dionysius:

 It is fitting, at this juncture, given the reference to 
creatures as like and unlike God, to characterize precisely 
thomas’ use of  analogy as theophany. for thomas, there 
are a variety of  ways in which he applies analogy. howev-
er, commentators have often argued that proper propor-
tionality is the only analogy to give a truly metaphysical 
description of  the relation between God and creatures. 
such a claim, nonetheless, appears to fall short under a 
careful and broad study of  thomas’ works, a position con-
firmed by George P. Klubertanz in his st. Thomas Aquinas 
on Analogy.12 Granted, one might argue that around 1256, 
for a brief  period, this doctrine of  intrinsic analogy was 
stressed by Thomas. But, as Klubertanz further recounts, 
thomas seems to leave this teaching behind after 1256.13 
this should not be surprising because proper propor-
tionality is unable to bridge the gap between infinite and 
finite creatures. When one says that the infinite is to the 
infinite as the finite is to the finite,14 e.g. God’s mode 
of  knowing is propor-
tionate to his being as 
man’s mode of  know-
ing is to man’s being, 
the “infinite” distance 
still remains. Nothing 
more has really been 
said here other than, 
following our example, 
that God knows as God 
and man knows as man. 
No metaphysical con-

nection has been made showing that man in his knowing 
and being is truly like God in his knowing and being. In 
short, proper proportionality cannot meet the challenge 
of  God’s “incomprehensibility.”

 however, thomas’ analogy of  likeness through 
participation provides an avenue for connecting crea-
tures to God and thereby knowing something “positive” 
about God. Indeed, thomas makes use of  this analogical 
approach to the end of  his life, and it is this approach 
which is at the heart of  his “theophanic” description of  
creation. let us recall our earlier reference to each crea-
ture’s participation in God as the causal act of  the crea-
ture’s “to be.” God as creator grounds each finite “to be” 
in His pure or infinite “to be” by way of  likeness. This 
is to say that in knowing God through knowing his ef-
fects, we know the effects as related to their cause and 
so metaphysically like God Who is their cause. further, 
the creature’s participation in God by way of  likeness is 
a sharing in God’s exemplarity or perfection. so it is, to 
give an example, that finite things are good by partici-
pation and thus resemble the infinitely perfect goodness 
(bonitas) which is in God.15 the theme of  participation 
in the perfection or being of  God is a recurring one in 
thomas’ writings and is remarkably expressed in the fol-
lowing passage from the Commentary on the Gospel of  John:

 to highlight additionally thomas’ analogical ap-
proach through participation and so its characterization 

as theophanic, let us 
take up the two follow-
ing disclosures of  God 
in creation: power (po-
tentia) and light. God’s 
likeness as power is, as 
we might expect, es-
pecially present in De 
potentia. In elaboration 
of  God’s power, for 
thomas, as theophanic, 
we must always keep in 

the creature has what belongs to God and, con-
sequently, is rightly said to be like God. But we 
cannot in the same way say that God has what 
belongs to the creature. Neither, then, can we ap-
propriately say that God is like a creature.11

since therefore all things which are participate in 
“to be” and are beings through participation, it 
is necessary for something to be at the summit 
of  all things, which is its very “to be” through 
its essence, that is, wherein its essence is its “to 
be.” And this is God who is the most sufficient 
and most worthy and most perfect cause of  the 
whole of  “to be,” by whom all things which are 
participate in “to be”...16
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mind that “... active power is the same in God as his 
essence...”17 In short, as God’s essence is his “to be,” so 
his power which is active power (potentia activa) is his “to 
be.” thus it is that what we can call , for thomas the act 
or “to be” or spiritual energy of  a thing, hearkening back 
to aristotle’s notion of  act as the life or energy (energeia) 
of  a thing,” manifests divine power. Wherever then finite 
“to be” is present, God’s power is revealed since the act 
or power or “to be” of  the creature participates in the in-
finite “to be” of  God. To avoid any confusion, however, 
let us be clear that only God creates.19 for creation is out 
of  nothing (ex nihilo) and requires infinite power to make 
being from non-being. In thomas’ words: “... creation 
requires infinite energy in the power by which it comes 
forth ...”20 Hence, only infinite act or “to be” can meet 
the challenge. The power or act of  finite beings then is a 
likeness communicated (diffundere) to them21 but not the 
active creative power itself. for the latter power is the 
divine “to be” itself  and is predicated of  God essentially 
but of  creatures by participation.22 The finite power of  
a creature is the act of  energy and life which makes the 
finite thing to be. It is the created “to be” which moves 
and lives as grounded in the infinite creative power or “to 
be” of  God.

 let us look next at the theophanic or analogous 
character of  light. In this regard, we have already made 
some reference to thomas’ Commentary on the Gospel of  
John. To further examine the commentary, we find Thom-
as speaking of  the power or energy (virtus) of  light which 
belongs to sensible things but even more fundamentally 
to spiritual things.23 Yet, no thing created is the light (lux), 
not any man, not even John the Baptist who was sent to 
bear witness to the light of  God’s Word.24 for:

 this is therefore why, in thomas’ interpretation, 
John is characterized further on as a lamp (lucerna) burn-
ing (ardere) and shining forth (lucere).26 thomas depicts 
a lamp as not giving light through itself, but by partici-
pating in light.27 unlike a lamp, light shines forth light 
through itself. Indeed, because John is a spiritual lamp 
(lucerna spiritualis), he is burning, i.e. inflamed with the fire 
of  love (ignis caritatis).28 concerning this shining forth of  

love, one could in fact pursue thomas’ use of  love as 
another rich exemplification of  likeness or analogy to 
God.

 let us, however, continue our focus on light by 
turning to thomas’ Commentary on the first Letter to Timo-
thy. In this letter there is the passage where God is said 
to dwell in “unapproachable light, whom no human be-
ing has ever seen or can see” (I tim. 6:16). thomas, re-
flecting here, speaks of  a thing being known by its light 
but also by its form or act.29 Further, he identifies the 
amount of  light with the amount of  act.30 Nevertheless, 
“things ... which are indeed acts, but not pure, are things 
shining forth, yet not light. But the divine essence, which 
is pure act, is light itself.”31 sensible and spiritual being 
then manifests God’s light as things shining forth (lucen-
tia). the light itself, nonetheless, remains unapproachable 
(inaccessibile) since no created intellect can “comprehend” 
God. so it is, thomas points out, that moses approached 
God in the darkness (ex. 20:21) and, as Pseudo-Diony-
sius indicates, “all darkness is unapproachable light.”32 
understood another way, God’s light is so transcendent 
or full of  surpassingness (excedentia) as to be darkness to 
spiritual vision, just as, in an example of  thomas’, the 
sun is invisible to the eye of  the owl.33

 this theme of  God’s darkness returns us now 
to what the earlier part of  the paper developed as the 
elusiveness or hiddenness of  God. What Josef  Pieper 
calls the negative element in thomas’ thought34 might be 
summed up in the following statement from De potentia:

Knowing that we do not know God: this then is the peak 
of  human knowledge. such a bold assertion drives home 
our human limits in the face of  God’s infinite and there-
fore incomprehensible being. What light we have about 
God remains analogous light, a light in the darkness, 
but nonetheless light. Indeed, as described in De veritate: 
“creatures are darkness in so far as they are from noth-

John was not “the light,” taken with the article, 
because this is more accurately God’s alone; but 
if  “light” is expressed without the article, then 
John and all saints were made light. Now this is 
the reason for speaking thus: the son of  God is 
light through his essence, but John and all saints 
through participation.25

since our intellect is not equal to the divine sub-
stance, this very substance of  God remains, tran-
scending our intellect, and thus is unknown to 
us. on account of  this, that is ultimate in human 
knowledge of  God wherein man knows he does 
not know God ...35
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ing, but in so far as they are from God, they participate in 
some likeness of  him and thus lead to his likeness.”36 It 
is therefore this darkness (tenebra) of  creatures which lies 
at the heart of  God’s hiddenness. for as coming from 
nothing, creatures are, in the truest sense of  the word, 
an infinite distance from God, and can only shine forth 
as created light of  finite “to be” through participation in 
the infinite light of  pure “to be.” As one might expect, 
the crowning written achievement of  thomas’ life, the 
summa theologiae, also embraces this theme of  creaturely 
participation in the hiddenness of  God.37 We give the fol-
lowing passage from this work, which aptly describes the 
hidden God as the source of  every creature’s perfection 
and so of  the aforementioned creaturely participation:

 In closing, let us keep in mind thomas’ continu-
ity with the medieval affirmation of  God’s presence as 
theophany and yet as an elusive presence which in its infi-
nite nature stays hidden and incomprehensible. Whether 
it is the Neoplatonic participation in super-essential unity 
of  Pseudo-Dionysius,39 God’s manifestation of  the hid-
den (occulti manifestatio) in John scotus eriugena,40 cre-
ated resemblances of  the ineffable essence of  God in 
anselm,41 Bonaventure’s teaching of  created traces and 
images rooted in the mystical darkness of  God42 or even

the principle of  translucency in Gothic architecture 
whereby the stained-glass windows are in their luminos-
ity signs of  an unseen source which is the divine light43 

- all reveal with powerful and vital expression the para-
doxical convergence of  God’s presence and hiddenness. 
Nevertheless, thomas, more clearly and decisively, in our 
view, than any other medieval thinker, bridges the gap be-
tween positive and negative theology. this he does, as we 
have emphasized, through his analogy of  “to be,” which 
in its theophanic character links the created effects or 
likenesses of  God, and so knowledge about God, with 
their source who is God as hidden, i.e. as unknown in 
His infinite essence. In an age like our own which has 
lost the sense of  God’s mystery or hiddenness, thomas’ 
thought is a reminder that without theophany there is no 
connection to divine mystery. the preoccupation with an 
empirical and mechanistic description of  nature has pro-
foundly contributed to the West’s forgetfulness of  this 
deeper vision of  nature as theophany.

 however, for those of  us who have forgotten, 
there can also be recollection. We can thus indeed recap-
ture the spirit of  thomas, that spirit which is trans-em-
pirical, i.e. metaphysical, and, even more fundamentally, 
Biblical in character. In so doing, we can take to heart 
that analogy as theophany is nothing less than the disclo-
sure of  the psalmist’s proclamation:

 “the heavens declare the glory of  God ...” (Ps. 
 19:2) 

and the paradoxical complement from Isaiah:

 “truly, you are a God that hides yourself.” (Isa. 
 45:15)

from divine effects we do not come to under-
stand what the divine nature is in itself, so we do 
not know of  God what he is. We know of  him 
only as transcending all creatures, as the cause 
of  their perfections, and as lacking in anything 
that is merely creaturely ... It is in this way that 
the word “God” signifies the divine nature: it is 
used to mean something that is above all that is, 
and that is the source of  all things, and is distinct 
from them all.38
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